The Canadian Studies Center—via our Corbett Scholarship and University of Washington–Killam Agreement—funds up to eight undergraduate students annually to participate in cross-border exchanges. Corbett Scholars can study at University of British Columbia (UBC), University of Victoria (UVic) or here at the University of Washington (UW); Killam Fellows can select from 19 institutions across Canada.

Read about our stellar 2019–2020 awardees below!

**CORBETT SCHOLARS**

**Guadalupe Guadarrama, University of Washington**
Guadalupe is a sophomore with a focus in neuroscience. She will spend the 2019–2020 academic year at UBC. [MORE](#)

**Owen Oliver, University of Washington**
Owen is a sophomore studying American Indian studies and fishery sciences. He will spend autumn 2019 semester at UBC. [MORE](#)
Sierra Jade Red Bow, University of Washington
Sierra is a sophomore studying American Indian studies and environmental science and resource management. She will spend the autumn 2019 semester at UBC.  

Cole Carey, University of Victoria
Cole is a second-year English student at the University of Victoria. He will spend the 2019–2020 academic year at the UW.  

Kendall Hutchison-Plovie, University of British Columbia, Okanagan
Kendall is a history and Indigenous studies student at UBC, Okanagan. She will be spending the 2019–2020 academic year at the UW.  

Richard Tian, University of British Columbia
Richard Tian is a third-year computer engineering student at the University of British Columbia. He will spend the 2019–2020 academic year at the UW.  

KILLAM FELLOWS

Benjamin Parsons, University of Washington
Benjamin Parsons is a first-year student with an interest in physics. He will spend the 2019–2020 academic year as a Killam Fellow at UVic.  
Wei Hu, University of Ottawa

Wei is a third-year computer science and mathematics student at the University of Ottawa. He will be spending the 2019–2020 academic year at the UW.